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 While many studies have discussed the impacts of electronic government (e-government) on public libraries,
little research has considered the extent to which the current federal government's implementation of
e-government relies on the public technology access, training, and support provided by public libraries. A
range of data and policy materials are drawn upon in order to illuminate the co-evolution of public libraries
and e-government. Beginning with a discussion of the development of e-government and its impacts in pub-
lic libraries, the access, goals, and challenges of e-government are detailed as they relate to libraries, and the
areas in which current implementations of e-government would not be possible without public libraries.
Based on the explorations of the co-evolution of e-government and public libraries, key policy issues are of-
fered that require reconceptualization in order to better support the interrelationship between e-government
and public libraries.
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1. Introduction

The widespread adoption of free Internet access in public libraries
has closely paralleled the increases in government reliance on
e-government as a means of delivering information, communication,
and services. The rise of e-government and public library Internet
access both began in earnest in the mid-1990s, in the context of the
launch of the World Wide Web, rapid increases in Internet adoption,
and the rise of e-commerce (Bertot, 2011; Jaeger, Bertot, &
Fleischmann, 2011). The relationship between public libraries and
e-government has been widely documented in terms of services,
training, education, and other key areas that have reshaped the
roles of computers in libraries and libraries in their communities
(for a review, see Bertot, Jaeger, & McClure, 2011; Jaeger & Bertot,
2011a). This discourse has focused squarely on the impacts of
e-government on public libraries, yet the widespread reliance of
government agencies on e-government is only feasible with public
libraries providing access, assistance, training, and support to those
with limited or no access to computing and Internet-enabled technol-
ogies, digital literacy, and a range of literacy, language, and civics, and
other challenges.

Though perhaps a subtle process, the past 15 years engendered a
co-evolution of e-government and public libraries, with the former
increasingly possible because of the changes adopted by the latter.
As government agencies relied more on public libraries to deliver
e-government access, training, and assistance, public libraries have
rights reserved.
reimaged themselves as community anchor institutions that provide
an opportunity for members of the public to access, receive assis-
tance, and engage e-government services. This shift toward empha-
sizing e-government access and assistance fits with a long-standing
commitment of librarians to develop service roles that reflect com-
munity needs. While public libraries have changed in response to
the expectations and demands of e-government, the evolution of
e-government to its current state would be more limited without
the changes in public libraries. This process of co-evolution has
resulted in a dramatic shift in public expectations of both government
and libraries.
2. Problem statement

Though initially envisioned as direct interaction between govern-
ment and citizens (often referred to as G-2-C), businesses (often
referred to as G-2-B), and governments (often referred to as G-2-G),
the initial scholars and practitioners of e-government failed to account
for the preference for multiple means of interaction with governments
by users (Ebbers, Pieterson, & Noordman, 2008). Moreover, there was a
lack of recognition that a range of user communities (e.g., immigrants or
seniors) might prefer, and even require, intermediated assistance to
engage in e-government activities, services, and resources in order
to overcome a number of challenges with digital technologies,
e-government service design, and system usability and accessibility
(Bertot & Jaeger, 2006; Niehaves, 2011; Olalere & Lazar, 2011; van
Deursen & van Dijk, 2009). Public libraries increasingly provide this as-
sistance, but face challenges in the provision of these services.
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1 At its core, the National Information Infrastructure program was an initiative
designed to build an Internet-based technical infrastructure over which to deliver a
range of educational, government, and other services and resources (Department of
Commerce, 1993).
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3. Literature review

Over the last decade, the growth of e-government services by gov-
ernment agencies has led to an increasing awareness of the provision
of e-government services in libraries from government, information,
and library researchers. The following literature review provides con-
text for the survey data and analysis, specifically relating to the inter-
sections of e-government and public libraries, and the access goals
and challenges of e-government policy in the U.S.

3.1. The intersections of e-government and public libraries

3.1.1. The growth of e-government
Today, a significant portion of the American public's interactions

with the government occurs online. As of 2010, 61% of adults, and 82%
of Internet-using adults, had used government Web sites. Online
methods are the preferred way of contacting the government for Inter-
net users, and the second-most preferred method, after the telephone,
overall (Smith, 2010). As the government's online presence has ex-
panded into the realm of social media, the public has ever-new and in-
creasing opportunities for online interactions with the government.

Though the government's use of social media is a relatively new
phenomenon, 31% of Internet users are government social-media
users; 95% of these government social-media users, however, were
also users of more traditional government Web sites, suggesting
that the government's use of social media has not attracted much of
a new audience. The public has not yet been receptive to certain
forms of government social media; the population of Internet users
following government agencies or officials on Twitter, for instance,
is too small to be statistically significant (Smith, 2010). Overall, how-
ever, government agencies and officials, however, feel that they have
been successful thus far with facilitating participation, engagement,
and collaboration through government use of social media (Bonson,
Torres, Royo, & Flores, 2012; Ganapati & Reddick, 2012; Nam, 2012;
Sandoval-Almazan & Gil-Garcia, 2012). In large part, usage challenges
are tied to a lack of usability, findability, and structural coherence of
government social media presences (Bertot, Jaeger, & Hansen, 2012;
Bertot, Jaeger, Munson, & Glaisyer, 2010; Jaeger, Bertot, et al. 2012;
Jaeger, Shilton, et al., in press).

In the early 1990s, when e-government was in its infancy, interest
among government agencies grew quickly. A number of agencies
began releasing information in electronic format, and some experi-
mented with electronic delivery of services, including an electronic fil-
ing program from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and electronic
benefits transfer programs from the United States Department of Agri-
culture. The true beginnings of e-government, however, can perhaps
be seen even decades earlier, with the automation in the government
through such means as voicemail, video-conferencing, and eventually
e-mail, allowing federal agencies to complete a much greater volume
of work without dramatic staff increases (U.S. Congress, Office of
Technology Assessment, 1993).

Ideally, many of the same benefits derived from the automation
of government would further emerge with the introduction of
e-government: greater efficiency, lower costs, and improved access.
Still, a 1993 report from the U.S. Congress Office of Technology As-
sessment (OTA) raised a number of concerns, many of which remain
today, concluding that there was no guarantee that e-government
would produce the aforementioned benefits unless the implementa-
tion of e-government addressed certain challenges:

• Electronic delivery of services may not have been user-friendly, and
may have amplified the digital divide;

• Structure of government information technology was not designed
for electronic delivery and was out of date;

• Lack of universal and affordable access to the telecommunications
infrastructure; and
• Information policy structure would need to be continually re-
thought and updated as electronic delivery was implemented and
expanded (U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1993).

Not long after this report was issued, the scope and speed of the
development of e-government accelerated at a rate that has yet to
abate. In addition, the Office of Technology Assessment was closed
in a budget cutting move, eliminating the agency that could provide
guidance to Congress in creating e-government-related legislation
(Mooney, 2005).

Echoing the concerns of the OTA, a 1993 report from the Computer
Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR) detailed the steps nec-
essary to ensure that the then-proposed National Information Infra-
structure program1 best served the entire public, which included
the need for universal access:

Universal access to the NII is a necessary and basic condition of cit-
izenship in our information-driven society. Guaranteeing such ac-
cess is therefore an absolute requirement for any degree of equity.
At a minimum... everyone in the country must have a place they
can go to access the NII (Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility, 1993).

Recent government reports on Internet access have found these
same issues to be key challenges today. In 2010, both the Federal
Communications Commission's National Broadband Plan (Federal
Communications Commission, 2010) and the National Council on
Disability's National Disability Policy: A Progress Report (National
Council on Disability, 2009), noted the continuing widespread failure
of the federal government to adequately focus on, much less provide,
equitable access to e-government.

A key emphasis of e-government development has been on inter-
actions between the government and members of the public, with
many government agencies viewing e-government as their primary
method for interacting with members of the public (Bertot & Jaeger,
2006, 2008; Ebbers et al., 2008; Steib & Navarro, 2006). The promise
of e-government is often presented as either to engage citizenry in
government in a user-centered manner, or to develop quality govern-
ment services and delivery systems that are efficient and effective
(Bertot & Jaeger, 2008). From the agency perspective, however, the
focus has typically been on making interactions with the public easier
for the agency, not the citizen (Jaeger & Bertot, 2010, 2011b). The
Medicare Part D Prescription Drug Plan enrollment program in 2006
provided a clear example of this situation as it required older adults—
a group with large gaps in usage of the Internet—to examine the differ-
ent benefits plans and sign up for one online (Jaeger, 2008). As
e-government has developed, the challenges noted by the OTA in
1993 did not emerge as a major focus in public policy, which has fo-
cused more on the expansion of e-government than ensuring
e-government is equally available to and usable by all members of the
public (Jaeger & Bertot, 2010, 2011b).

3.1.2. E-government in the public library
With the advent of the World Wide Web in the 1990s, public li-

braries quickly became providers of free public access to the Internet,
with virtually every public library offering public access by the year
2002 (Bertot, 2011; Jaeger et al., 2011). By the time the federal gov-
ernment began to increase its focus on e-government, public libraries
had already established the Internet infrastructure in order to serve
as a main access point to e-government information, communication,
and services (Bishop, 2011; Jaeger & Bertot, 2011a, 2011b). As a re-
sult, for many years, the public library has served as the primary—or
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only—available access point for e-government information, training,
and assistance in communities across the country (Bertot, Jaeger,
Wahl, & Sigler, 2011; Bertot, McClure, & Jaeger, 2008). Serving as a guar-
antor of e-government access is a natural extension of the established
social roles of the public library: “The public library is one place that is
culturally ingrained as a trusted source of free and open information ac-
cess and exchange” (Jaeger & Burnett, 2005, p. 487).

In the current policy environment, public libraries serve as the main
social institution ensuring access and assistance in using e-government,
working to surmount the challenges noted by the OTA nearly two de-
cades ago. Public libraries have taken on this role—or, frequently, had
this role thrust upon them. As government agencies have placed greater
emphasis on the electronic delivery of services, those people who do
not have Internet access, have insufficient access, or lack the necessary
technological skills or knowledge of government rely on the public li-
brary as a safety net. Sometimes users are referred to the library by
the government agency with which they are attempting to interact.
The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, for instance, recom-
mends public libraries both as a resource for information and for Inter-
net access throughout the immigration process in their “Welcome to
the United States: A Guide for New Immigrants” (U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services, 2007). In addition, the public library is often sim-
ply the only option. Today, 99.3% of public libraries provide free public
Internet access, and 64.5% are the only free provider of public access In-
ternet in their community (Bertot et al., 2011). With just 60% of the
American population having broadband access at home, many are
therefore reliant on their public libraries as their sole point of Internet
access (Rainie, 2010). Broadband access is increasingly important in
interacting with e-government, as e-government services are increas-
ingly designed to be high bandwidth applications that presume users
will have broadband access (Bertot et al., 2012).

Public libraries have fallen not only into the role of providing In-
ternet access for e-government, but also into providing training in
the use of e-government. Simply providing access to the requisite
technology is not enough for those who do not know how to use
the technology, or who do not understand the e-government content
with which they are interacting. In 2010, 89.7% of public libraries
helped users understand and use government Web sites, 80.7% of
public libraries helped users apply for e-government services, and
67.8% of public libraries helped users complete e-government forms
(Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). This service is not without its
challenges, however, which include lack of staff, lack of staff exper-
tise, and lack of public computers.

Some public libraries have tried to work around these challenges by
forming partnerships with community organizations and government
agencies. One notable example is the Library Partnership, a branch of
the Alachua County (FL) Library District. Through partnerships with
nearly 40 community organizations (non-profits and the Florida
Department of Children and Families), the Library Partnership shares
space within its branch location with number of child-welfare-related
agencies (Blumenstein, 2009). The librarians, then, do not need to
become experts on every aspect of child welfare in order to best serve
their users, and the users do not need to travel around to various agency
offices.. Instead, the users can interact directly and in person with the
relevant agencies themselves, and use library resources, all without
leaving the building. The agencies benefit from the space and resources
of the library, and the libraries benefit from the expertise of the agen-
cies, all at maximum convenience to the users. Another such partner-
ship is Hartford (CT) Public Library's “American Place” (http://tap.
hplct.org/tap/), which provides a range of immigrant services, including
English language classes, citizenship courses, and digital literacy
courses. This program also serves as a passport center, and as a venue
for new citizen swearing-in ceremonies. Hartford Public Library's pro-
grampartnerswith the public school system, U.S. Citizenship and Immi-
gration Services (USCIS), and a number of nonprofits that offer a range
of immigrant services and resources.
3.2. Access goals and challenges for e-government policy

Current e-government policy tends to be driven by an overarching
goal of putting all information, communication, and services online,
and expecting the public to follow. In the case of social media, the ap-
proach one often hears is “going where the people are.” But as shown
in studies (e.g., Smith, 2010), the number of people actually engaged
in social media exchange with government agencies is quite small.
The hope, to save money and to streamline government information
by ignoring most avenues of interaction that are not Internet-based, is
not necessarily supported in actuality. “To develop citizen-oriented
E-Government services that achieve cost savings implies that govern-
ments know what citizens want from E-Government” (Bertot &
Jaeger, 2008, p. 149). Currently, agencies are placing large amounts of
material online and assuming that the American public will both want
to interact with it, and also know how to interact with it. There are
several inherent problems in this policy approach. Threats to the
government's economic ability to sustain these ambitions, citizens’ ac-
cess problems, interfering security policies, and an unclear path
for how to preserve these materials all get in the way of a robust
e-government approach.

The early promise of e-government as a tool for transparency and
access has been threatened by the economic recession and a change
in administration. In 2009, the newly formed President Obama
White House team planned an Internet strategy similar to President
Obama's campaign, namely a heavy reliance on social media and a re-
design of traditional government Web sites; President Obama signed
the Open Government Directive shortly following his inauguration,
which instructed every government agency to “open its doors and
its data to the American people” (White House, 2009, p. 1). Through
“Open for Questions,” an online forum that enabled people to enter
queries, the President responded to directly to the public in an online
town hall meeting. ManyWeb sites were created to increase access to
information, including Recovery.gov, which tracks stimulus dollars;
USASpending.gov, which showcases general government expendi-
tures; and Data.gov, which serves as a data warehouse for govern-
ment datasets. After this promising start, however, budget cuts
forced the Obama administration to scale back its plans for wide-
spread open government innovations. Designated federal funds for
e-government have been cut from $34 million in 2010 to $8 million in
2011, a loss of 76.5% (Lipowicz, 2011). Also, the initiatives implemented
by agencies as required by the Open Government Directive, were large-
ly perfunctory implementations to meet a mandate, rather than a more
strategic look across an agency's overall electronic communications,
dissemination, and technology efforts (Linders, in press).

3.2.1. The digital divide
The biggest challenge for e-government remains the digital divide,

the gap between those who use the Internet and related technologies,
and those who do not. The reasons for the lack of use include access
barriers such as poverty, education, disability, geography, andmissing
infrastructure, that is, broadband (Holt & Holt, 2010; Jaeger, Bertot,
Thompson, Katz, & DeCoster, 2012; Kinney, 2010). The U.S. has not
attained equality of access when it comes to the Internet, and progress
in bridging this divide has been slow. The Pew Internet & American Life
Project (Pew Internet) found that in 2006, only 73% of American adults
described themselves as Internet users (Horrigan, 2007). Approximate-
ly two years later, the same survey found that number had only in-
creased to 75% (Béllanger & Carter, 2009). At the end of 2011, 74% of
adultswere Internet users;manyof them relied entirely on amobile de-
vice for access and a high number of Internet users were going online
for exclusively entertainment purposes (Fox, 2011a; Rainie, 2010;
Richtel, 2012; Zickuhr & Smith, 2012).

The digital divide remains a major concern for e-government,
especially as government services are increasingly only available in
electronic formats for constituents who typically have the least amount

http://tap.hplct.org/tap/
http://tap.hplct.org/tap/
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of access. An ongoing study of libraries and e-government fundedby the
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) (Bertot & Jaeger, 2012;
Bertot et al., 2011) found that:

• In 2002, the Florida Department of Children and Families created a
one-stop online benefits application (“Access Florida”). This appli-
cation, which now can only be completed online, is designed for
those who need food, medical, and other forms of social benefits.

• In August 2011, Florida law mandated that all applications and pro-
cesses for unemployment benefits take place online. This included
signing up for benefits, renewing benefits, and providing proof of
job-seeking efforts.

• New Jersey, Virginia, and a number of other states no longer make
tax forms available in print formats, and the IRS is increasingly mi-
grating towards online tax filing.

• USCIS has stated its intention of moving the immigration process
completely online within the next three years.

In short, this migration to electronic-only services by agencies, par-
ticularly social service agencies, affect those who are least likely to
have Internet access in the home, much less the digital or other skills
necessary to complete the applications, file taxes online, or other man-
dated activities. In addition, age, level of education, income, race, dis-
ability, language, literacy, and the interactions between these various
factors all contribute to the digital divide and prevent e-government
from being universally and affordably accessible (Kinney, 2010).

A lack of availability of non-English materials related to the United
States has hindered many Americans who do not speak English from
using e-government. For example, 32% of Latinos in the United States
who do not speak English use the Internet, but 78% of Latinos who
speak English use the Internet (Fox & Livingston, 2007; Livingston,
2010). Similar language-related differences can be found in other
groups (Fairlie, 2005; Spooner, Rainie, & Meredith, 2001). Additional-
ly, lower levels of formal education are typically linked to lower levels
of technological literacy—understanding how to use technologies
such as computers and the Internet—and government literacy,
which is understanding how government works and the reasons for
using e-government (Jaeger, Bertot, Shuler, & McGilvray, 2012;
Jaeger & Thompson, 2003, 2004; Powell, Byrne, & Dailey, 2010).

Currently, 74% of Americans are Internet users, but these numbers
are lower for people of color, those over age 50, those whose annual
household income is less than $30,000, those who have a high-school
level education or lower, those who live in rural communities, and
those with disabilities (Fox, 2011a; Rainie, 2010). The most dramatic
differences are for people 65 years of age or older, of whom 38% are
Internet users, and people with less than a high-school level of educa-
tion, of whom 39% are Internet users (Fox, 2011a; Rainie, 2010).
Worth noting is that the previously stated factors contributing to the
digital divide interact with one another, and that many people may
fall into multiple categories. People with disabilities, for instance, are
statistically more likely to be 50 years of age or older, have an annual
household income of $30,000 or less, and have a high-school level of
education or less (Fox, 2011a; Rainie, 2010). Those who fall into multi-
ple categorieswill presumably face even greater challenges in accessing
the Internet, and therefore e-government.

Implemented policies attempt to bridge this divide, but the success
of such policies has been spotty at best. Sections 254 and 255 of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, for example, regulate universal ser-
vice and disability access to telecommunications devices. Section 254,
mandating universal access, requires that telecommunications compa-
nies provide services to all regions of the country, at comparable and
equitable rates (Telecommunications Act of 1996, 1996). Whether this
has actually happened is unclear. Gabel (2007) found that several com-
panies had managed to skirt the rules of universal service. This demon-
strated the Federal Communications Commission's “problem of
establishing imprecise and non-binding regulatory rules” that provide
“parties considerable latitude” and “a large degree of flexibility
regarding the use of money,” giving companies “the opportunity to
ignore portions of the statute” (Gabel, 2007, p. 345).

The E-rate program, developed out of requirements to provide
equitable access to telecommunications services in schools, requires
that “telecommunications services, Internet access, and internal con-
nections will be provided at discounts ranging from 20% to 90% to
eligible schools and libraries” (Gilroy, 2005). There are considerable
controversies surrounding this policy, as well. First, the telecommuni-
cations companies shifted the costs of the program to their cus-
tomers, in the form of a universal service surcharge on individual
bills. Second, the fact that the administration of E-rate funding to
the schools and libraries is now tied with compliance to the Children's
Internet Protection Act (CIPA), has led to concerns about the impact
of filters on the ability to access important information sources,
such as e-government (Jaeger, Bertot, & McClure, 2004; Jaeger &
Yan, 2009). CIPA requires that filters be placed on computers in
schools and libraries, ostensibly to protect children from undesirable
Web sites. Because there is such significant money involved, by 2005,
100% of schools complied with CIPA requirements in order to get
funding (Jaeger & Yan, 2009).

Section 255 of CIPA, which promoted access for persons with disabil-
ities, showed great promise. Rather than lump this topic into the univer-
sal service requirement, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
actually divided it into its own category, stating that manufacturers
“shall ensure that the equipment is designed, developed, and fabricated
to be accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, if readily
achievable,” aswell as notes about the service requirements for accessi-
bility (Telecommunications Act of 1996, 1996). The issue with this
particular section is the influence of the telecom corporations in the
implementation of the policy, and the definition of “readily achievable.”
Kanayama (2003) found that the FCC defined “readily achievable”
to mean “easily accomplishable without much difficulty or expense”
(p. 191). This decision rendered unenforceable many complicated ad-
justments on behalf of service and equipment providers that are neces-
sary for accessibility.

To summarize, the lack of success of such policies dealing with the
digital divide shows that there is a large segment of the U.S. popula-
tion that does not have access to the Internet, including the relevant
government information services. In particular, the data show
that there are physical (e.g., devices) and intellectual (e.g., multiple
literacies) barriers to access that over time continue to exist, and
even increase, because of the increased reliance on Internet-enabled
devices, technologies, and skills. These are substantial challenges for
successful e-government, and place public libraries on the forefront
of bridging these divides.

3.2.2. Security and records
After the attacks of September 11, 2011, the federal government

took extra precautions against security breaches, massively expanding
the scope of classified documents (Batliner & Taylor, 2006). These
measures included removing large numbers of physical documents
from libraries and archives, and electronic documents fromgovernment
Web sites, that were thought to have the potential to compromise
national security (Jaeger, Bertot, &McClure, 2003). These actions direct-
ly affected e-government information because of access problems in-
herent in removing documents from public consumption: “To be
informed about issues, citizens must be able to have access to relevant
information to inform and shape the dialogue” (Jaeger & Burnett,
2005). Much government information that had been publically avail-
able was removed from public access. With this increase in classified
information, fewer relevant documents can be shared online (Jaeger
et al., 2003).

There were two further impacts on e-government, as well. First, the
utility of e-government as a research tool was limited by the reductions
in information made available to the public (Jaeger, McClure, Bertot, &
Snead, 2004). Second, the removal of previously available information
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served to erode confidence in e-government amongmanyusers (Jaeger,
2007). Though the Obama Administration has emphasized an open and
transparent government (Obama, 2009), this policy is balanced against
national security concerns that can often err on the side of cautionwhen
releasing government information deemed sensitive (Jaeger, 2007).

Finally, additional policies have been implemented to address how
the government views born-digital documents. There are issues of
preservation, policies that drive the behavior of government agencies,
and a shift in how the Government Printing Office (GPO) shares offi-
cial documents with the public. The issue of how to preserve govern-
ment documents that are digitally native is complicated by various
factors. Many agencies have instituted systems for saving e-mails
and Web sites, but there is a lack of coordination with the National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) over how to do this
on a system-wide scale. Personal e-mails, Web 2.0 technologies, and
what to do with the data once stored are all outstanding problems
that have yet to be addressed (Lipowicz, 2009). NARA does offer
training for electronic records keeping, along with various online
toolkits to assist managers, examples of records schedules, and a
blog with tips on how to effectively preserve materials and Web 2.0
use, along with a variety of other links to studies completed by the
agency (National Archives and Records Administration, 2011). Even
with this help, however, there still seems to be a lack of awareness
by individuals within agencies about what constitutes a record
(Shuler, Jaeger, & Bertot, 2010). With technology constantly changing,
both records-keepers and managers are constantly behind on address-
ing what needs to be saved and what does not. How these materials
will be accessible in 100 years with evolving devices and data formats
is another issue that NARA is being forced to confront.

Policies that have encouraged the use of e-government by govern-
ment organizations include the:

• Information Technology Management Act, which “encouraged agen-
cies to move toward producing more information electronically;”

• Electronic Freedom of Information Act, which “created obligations to
disclose electronic information;”

• Government Paperwork Elimination Act, which “reduced paper re-
cords and accepted electronic signatures;” and

• E-government Act, which “ordered government agencies online” and
contributed to the massive push of born-digital documents and the
need for preservation and access discussions (Shuler et al., 2010).

This rapid move from print to electronic documents has caused a
state of flux at the GPO. While the organization was once tasked
with providing printed copies of government documents and ship-
ping them to partner libraries through the Federal Depository Library
Program (FDLP), with the advent of e-government, more and more
documents are born-digital—90% (Sielaff, 2010). This shift is causing
the libraries that participate in FDLP to consider shuttering their
participation in the print collections of government documents
(Jaeger, Bertot, & Shuler, 2010).With these issues threatening the pres-
ervation of historical government documents, e-government as awhole
is complicated by the future of what “going digital” might mean.

4. Study methodology

Multiple data collection and analysis techniques relied on:

• The Public Library Funding and Technology Access Survey. Conducted
for the American Library Association (ALA) and the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, this multiyear national survey explored a range of
Internet-enabled services in public libraries, including e-government.
The 2010–2011, received more than 8,000 responses, for a response
rate of 83.4% (Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). The survey
employed a stratified random sampling approach using the Public
Library Survey of the Institute of Museum and Library Services as the
sample frame (Institute of Museum and Library Services, 2011). This
sampling approach allowed for the generation of both national and
state level data, through a weighted analysis regarding public library
use of, and interaction with, the Internet, including Internet-enabled
services and public access technologies.

• Public Libraries and E-government Partnerships. With research funded
by IMLS, and in partnership with the IRS, the U.S. Citizenship and Im-
migration Services, the Government PrintingOffice, the ALA, five state
library agencies, and numerous libraries, eight site visits were
conducted, and 15 interviews with agency, library, and state library
staff regarding e-government service provision, development,
implementation, and collaboration between agencies and libraries
(Bertot, Jaeger, Greene, et al., 2011). Site selection criteria included:
(1) geographic dispersion across the U.S. (Northeast, Mid-Atlantic,
Southeast, Southwest, Midwest, and West); (2) library diversity, in-
cluding metropolitan status (urban, rural, suburban), operating
budget, library staff full-time-equivalents, and public access technolo-
gy infrastructure (e.g., number ofworkstations, broadband connectiv-
ity, Wi-Fi access); and (3) e-government service-provision diversity
by libraries, including libraries that were beginning to provide
e-government services to those libraries that had well-established
e-government efforts. The study teamused the Public Library Funding
& Technology Access Survey (PLFTAS; see www.plinternetsurvey.org
for details regarding the survey) data, review of library Web sites
and literature, and discussions with state library agency staff, in
order to identify the library sites.

• Analysis and review of additional studies. Over the years, government
agencies, research centers, and others have conducted and issued stud-
ies relevant to the development of the Internet and e-government. A
number of studies issued by the U.S. Department of Commerce, the
OTA (now defunct), Pew Internet, NARA, the National Council on
Disabilities, and others, were reviewed.
5. Findings

The context presented in the literature review, combined with
survey data and interviews, shows a clear relationship between
e-government and public libraries. Put simply, if public libraries did
not exist—or did not universally provide free public Internet access—
e-government would not be available to all members of the public.
While it is rarely acknowledged in policy, e-government relies on public
libraries to succeed. These areas of reliance fall into several primary cat-
egories, all relating back to the research objectives identified in the
introduction: (1) issues associated with public libraries serving as pro-
viders of and vehicles for e-government (access and training; major
life needs), (2) the changes in public library roles associated with the
provision of e-government (professional preparation), and (3) the im-
plications for e-government through a demonstrated intermediated
approach through public libraries (partnerships). Should libraries
cease to focus on any one of these areas, the success and availability of
e-government would be significantly impaired.

These findings were identified through a thorough review of the
literature, survey data, and interviews. The PLFTAS data (Bertot,
Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011) provided a clear picture of library ser-
vices and the challenges identified by public librarians, specifically,
access, training, and life needs of users. The context outlined in the
literature review also directly related to the findings; the change in li-
brary and information science education is an increasingly common
topic in library science literature. Finally, interviews with public li-
brarians (gathered from previous studies, and information found in
the literature) gave valuable insights into the increasingly common
partnerships that have developed between the government and pub-
lic libraries. Through the survey data, interviews, and literature re-
view, the research shows the changes in public libraries relating to
e-government, the challenges these changes bring, and the implica-
tions for both e-government and public libraries.

http://www.plinternetsurvey.org
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5.1. Issues associated with public libraries serving as providers of and
vehicles for e-government

5.1.1. Access and training
E-government is still deeply mystifying to large swathes of the pop-

ulation, includingmany of the 40% of Americanswhodo not have access
to broadband Internet at home (Rainie, 2010), but also those people
who tend to use their computers more recreationally, or for communi-
cating with loved ones. The skills required to successfully navigate the
Internet to find and use government information are imparted daily
by librarians on a case-by-case basis as people come in with individual
questions, and also to entire groups of patrons. The 2011 Public Library
Funding and Technology Access Survey reported that 89.7% of libraries
“provide as needed assistance to patrons for understanding how to ac-
cess and use E-government websites,” and 80.7% “provide assistance
to patrons applying for or accessing E-government services” (Bertot,
Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011, p. 41). In addition, the study found that
nearly one-third of libraries reported offering classes specifically to
teach patrons how to access government information.

The intercession between patron and e-government by librarians is
requested for several reasons. The information contained in government
Web sites is not intuitively laid out. Even graduate students tend to try a
Google search, rather than attempt to get their government information
straight from a government Web site (Duvall, 2010). The importance of
government information also leads patrons to prefer the assistance of a
professional, since the desired margin of error tends to be very low
when one is attempting to serious tasks, such as paying income tax, or
applying for citizenship. Libraries are open and answering questions in
the evenings and on weekends, when government agencies are not
(Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). Additionally, 50.2% of libraries
reported that they were called upon to explain how government pro-
grams work, meaning that they were not only responsible for locating
government information for patrons, but also needed to be experts in
the functioning of the programs, a recent and sizable addition to their
duties (Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). Finally, nearly two-thirds
(67.8%) of libraries reported helping patrons complete government
forms (Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). In short, many of the people
who most need to use government information and government forms
for programs are those who have the least experience with the Internet
and computers, and require the most intercession (see Table 1).
Table 1
Public library e-government roles and services by metropolitan status.

E-government roles and services

Staff provided assistance to patrons applying for or accessing e-government services

Staff provided as-needed assistance to patrons for understanding how to access and
use e-government Web sites

Staff provided assistance to patrons for understanding government programs and service

Staff provided assistance to patrons for completing government forms

The library developed guides, tip sheets, or other tools to help patrons use e-governmen
Web sites and services

The library offered training classes regarding the use of government Web sites,
understanding government programs, and completing electronic forms

The library offered translation services for forms and services in other languages

The library has partnered with government agencies, nonprofit organizations, and others
to provide e-government services

The library has worked with government agencies (local, state, or federal) to help
agencies improve their Web sites and/or e-government services

The library had at least one staff member with significant knowledge and skills in
provision of e- government services

Other

Will not total 100%, as categories are not mutually exclusive.
Source: Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al. (2011). Public library funding and technology access sur
Recently an influx of older adults came to libraries to register for the
Medicare Part D Prescription Drug Plan, prompting a crash course for
many librarians. Some gleaned the necessary information themselves,
while others took advantages of articles written specifically for librarians
on this issue (Martin, 2006). Only 38% of older adults have reported that
they use the Internet (Rainie, 2010), which is amajor hurdle that this de-
mographic faces when trying to interact with e-government. Other de-
mographics face similar difficulties. Adults who have not graduated
fromhigh school, for instance, are only 1%more likely to use the Internet
(Rainie, 2010), making getting a GED online problematic at best. Barriers
to access include physical limitations, such as disabilities or chronic
illness, as well as economic obstacles (Jaeger & Bertot, 2011a). For exam-
ple, according to a 2011 Pew Internet study, 54% of adults living with a
disability used the Internet, compared with 81% of adults who did not
have disabilities (Fox, 2011a, 2011b). A 2010 study found that while
95% of high-income households used the Internet at home in some
fashion, just 57% of the poorest did (Jansen, 2010). Whether it be ability
or resources that precludemembers of the public from participating, it is
clear that English-speaking middle- and upper-class individuals are the
most likely to participate online (Kinney, 2010).

5.1.2. Major life needs
Patrons coming in with e-government needs do not always recog-

nize them as such. The variety of tasks falling under this heading is
sizeable: filing taxes, paying parking tickets, registering a car, secur-
ing water rights, paying child support, renewing a Green Card, and
applying for unemployment, a passport, disaster relief, Medicare, or
citizenship, to name a few essentials. Librarians are required to un-
derstand how the major life events in a patron's life translate into
quests for government information, services, or forms.

One of the most compelling instances of library interaction with
e-government involved FEMA and disaster relief. In the wake of
Hurricane Katrina in 2005, public libraries, rather than any other gov-
ernmental institution, became the rallying point for people seeking
aid and shelter. The hurricane attacked Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi,
and Alabama, eventually costing more than $81 billion and taking
more than 1800 lives (Red Cross, 2010). When the waters began to
recede, the local libraries worked to contact displaced or missing
family members, collected news for patrons whose other avenues of
information had been cut off, and acted as intermediaries for the
Metropolitan status

Urban Suburban Rural Overall

77.5%
(n=1761)

81.2%
(n=3991)

81.4%
(n=5610)

80.7%
(n=11,363)

92.2%
(n=2094)

92.1%
(n=4525)

87.2%
(n=6011)

89.7%
(n=12,630)

s 54.7%
(n=1242)

54.1%
(n=2661)

45.9%
(n=3164)

50.2%
(n=7067)

71.7%
(n=1631)

66.0%
(n=3246)

67.8%
(n=4672)

67.8%
(n=9549)

t 23.9%
(n=542)

20.5%
(n=1010)

14.2%
(n=978)

18.0%
(n=2530)

20.1%
(n=457)

8.3%
(n=410)

4.6%
(n=320)

8.4%
(n=1187)

11.7%
(n=266)

10.6%
(n=521)

3.5%
(n=243)

7.3%
(n=1031)

33.4%
(n=760)

25.8%
(n=1266)

21.2%
(n=1459)

24.7%
(n=3485)

11.7%
(n=253)

8.9%
(n=422)

5.7%
(n=377)

7.8%
(n=1052)

29.4%
(n=669)

19.1%
(n=937)

16.0%
(n=1105)

19.3%
(n=2711)

2.8%
(n=64)

2.4%
(n=120)

3.0%
(n=208)

2.8%
(n=392)

vey: Survey findings and results. College Park, MD: Information Policy and Access Center.
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thousands of FEMA applications that needed to be filed (Bertot,
Jaeger, Langa, & McClure, 2006a, 2006b). In the aftermath, libraries
served as emergency operations centers and librarians as assistants
for relief personnel, cooking, handing out supplies, coordinating
with insurers, working as translators, and disseminating information
(Jaeger, Langa, McClure, & Bertot, 2007. This natural disaster showed
in a microcosm what libraries and librarians tend to do less dramati-
cally all the time: meet community needs as they arise. E-government
assistance is just one service that libraries have recently taken on,
perhaps the largest.

In order to best provide e-government services, some librarians have
become very familiar with e-government processes. In 2011, 19.3% of
public libraries reported having at least one staff member with signifi-
cant knowledge and skills in the provision of e-government service;
this number has remained steady over the past five years (Bertot,
Langa, Grimes, Sigler, & Simmons, 2010; Bertot, McClure, Thomas,
Barton, & McGilvray, 2007; Bertot, McClure, Wright, Jensen, & Thomas,
2008, 2009; Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). With increasing
frequency, libraries have turned to partnerships with government
agencies, nonprofit organizations, and others, in order to provide
e-government services. In 2011, 24.7% of public libraries were engaged
in these sorts of partnerships, near double the 12.8% in 2007 (Bertot,
Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011; Bertot et al., 2007).

The boom in community desire for Internet access is such that
libraries often have more people wanting to use computers than the
library has. According to the 2010–2011 Public Library Funding and
Technology Access Survey, 44.9% of libraries “reported that their con-
nection speeds are insufficient some or all of the time” and 76.2%
“reported that they had fewer public access computers to meet de-
mand some or all of the time” (Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011,
p. 1). In order to address this, time limits are the most popular solu-
tion. This is problematic for people trying to complete forms for
e-government services, which can be a lengthy procedure. To keep
up with increasing demand for computer time by patrons, more com-
puter stations are necessary, which means more technology funding
is needed. The slashed budgets of recent years have prevented librar-
ies from providing the equipment and bandwidth to meet public de-
mand. In 1997, grants from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
helped to jump-start technology programs in libraries, but library
technology budgets have not been able to keep up with demand for
additional access (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2011). For exam-
ple, only 22% of reporting libraries increased their connectivity speeds
in 2010: “68.4% of public library branches have no plans to add work-
stations in the next year largely due to cost factors” (Bertot, Sigler,
DeCoster, et al., 2011, p. 9).2

Even as libraries face these budget challenges, as a result of the
ever-increasing pressure to provide e-government services, public li-
braries have had to at least attempt to increase access to the Internet.
In 1994, just 20.9% of public libraries were connected to the Internet.
By 2004, 99.6% of all public library outlets were connected to the
Internet; of those libraries connected to the Internet, 98.9% offered
public access computing for their users (Bertot, McClure, & Jaeger,
2004). In 2004, public library outlets provided an average of 10.4 pub-
lic access terminals within the library; by 2011, this number was 16
(Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011; Bertot et al., 2004).

Whether purposefully or accidentally, government agencies have
a history of ushering their users towards the public library for assis-
tance, which has happened with increasing frequency in recent
years. As increasing numbers of users come into their public libraries
with e-government needs, libraries have had to respond by providing
individual assistance, as well as training classes in accessing and using
2 To be sure, some libraries will benefit from Broadband Technology Opportunities
Program (BTOP) or Broadband Infrastructure Project grants and loans, as part of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. It is unclear at this time how many libraries
will benefit from these grants and loans, however, and to what extent the programs
will assist libraries in providing e-government services.
e-government Web sites, and in applying for and accessing
e-government services (Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). In
some cases there is an explicit suggestion from government agencies
to address requests to the library, such the Tennessee state Web site,
which recommends that users go to the Tennessee Electronic Library
for career resources, health information, and small-business assis-
tance, and to the physical buildings of the Tennessee State Library
and Archives system for assistance with job searches and computer
classes (Tennessee Government, 2011) Other times the suggestion
is more passive, as in the case of the closing of the Kalamazoo (MI),
unemployment office. This office was opened in September 2009 to
help deal with the sharp upswing in Michigan unemployment at the
time. The office was closed in April 2011, despite the fact that
Kalamazoo's unemployment rate was still twice the national average
(Simply Hired, 2011). The reason for the closing was cited as an im-
proved online experience “because online services have become
more convenient, eliminating the need for the office” (Government
Productions Service Unit, 2011). However, the push to move online
means that people who need help in navigating the process will be
left to their own devices, or will migrate to the public library, their
only other option for one-on-one assistance from a government
employee.

5.2. The changes in public library roles associated with the provision
of e-government

5.2.1. Professional preparation
Another response in the library community to the increasing

role of e-government in library services is a burgeoning focus on
e-government in library education. A growing number of library and
information science schools offer a course related to e-government,
though they are still in the minority in preparing students specifically
for e-government functions of public librarianship. More significantly,
some schools, such as the College of Information Studies at the
University of Maryland, have developed degree programs devoted
to the study of e-government in order to ensure that future informa-
tion professionals are ready to deliver e-government services in li-
braries (Jaeger, 2008; Jaeger & Bertot, 2009; Jaeger, Bertot, Shuler, et
al., 2012; Jaeger et al., 2010).

5.3. The implications for e-government through a demonstrated
intermediated approach through public libraries

5.3.1. Partnerships
Tomeet the significant e-government needs of their patrons, librar-

ies are increasingly partnering with other local, state, and federal
agencies to create e-government-based services thatmeet specific com-
munity needs. Such partnerships range from providing tax assistance,
to helping to complete the immigration process, to creating the means
to order groceries in food deserts, and providing social services in the
library (Bertot, 2010; Bertot & Jaeger, 2012; Jaeger, Bertot, Thompson,
et al., 2012; Sigler et al., 2011). In the most complex initiatives, entire
suites of social services and training are available in libraries, such as
the linking of services for unemployment, food assistance, and child
support with educational programs for increasing job-seeking and em-
ployment skills.

There are many significant reasons for using the public library as
an access point for government agencies. Libraries consider
connecting people with information to be their core function. Librar-
ies are typically open well beyond normal business hours, a necessity
for patrons who work during the hours that a government office is
generally open (Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). Libraries are
perceived to be more trustworthy than any other institution by the
public, and the trust in public libraries translates into more positive
impressions of e-government accessed through libraries (Jaeger &
Fleischmann, 2007; Public Agenda, 2006). Finally, libraries are already
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providing many of these e-government services, so it is natural that
people think of these institutions as the place to go. A brief sampling
of what kinds of services libraries offer include: staff assistance to
patrons for completing government forms (67.8%), access to jobs da-
tabases and other job opportunity resources (90.9%), and access to
civil service examination materials (77% of all libraries; 90% of
urban libraries) (Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011).

6. Discussion

In order for e-government to successfully capitalize on the library
as an access and education center, there are several changes that need
to occur to the overall policy and implementation environments re-
lated to e-government. The change being asked of public libraries is
profound, and they have complied to the greatest extent possible in
order to serve their patrons. But these changes have been made with-
out meaningful support for e-government-related activities, and with
little acknowledgement in policy for public library contributions to
e-government. Most practically, libraries need sufficient funding,
staff, expertise, and technology in order to help patrons effectively ac-
cess and use e-government. Just as significant, government agencies
need to recognize and acknowledge the fact that they are relying on
public libraries as a conduit and support system for e-government in-
formation, communication, and services. By doing so, agencies need
to take appropriate steps to coordinate their activities with libraries,
offer support mechanisms, and include public libraries in the design
and evolution of e-government services.

While public libraries will try to meet the information needs of
patrons regardless of circumstances, the extra responsibilities that
have been placed on public libraries to deliver e-government access,
training, services, and support have significant costs. The amount of
responsibilities that local, state, and the federal governments shift to
public libraries result in considerable efficiencies and cost savings for
government agencies, but they create new drains on already stretched
library budgets, infrastructure, staff time, and space (McClure, Jaeger,
& Bertot, 2007). Public libraries typically rely on local communities
and private support for themajority of their funding, with states gener-
ally contributing less than 10%, and the federal government less than 1%
(Bertot, 2011). The reliance of federal government on public libraries to
support e-government and save money for its agencies is particularly
problematic, given the extremely low contributions of the federal gov-
ernment to public library budgets.

Overall, funding from all sources for public libraries has decreased
as need for e-government services has increased. In 2009, the ALA
reported that 41% of states reduced library funding that year, many
of them reporting losses in the double digits (American Library
Association, 2009). According to the Public Library Funding and Tech-
nology Access Survey, 55.7% of libraries reported that their library did
not have enough staff to effectively help patrons with their
e-government needs, and 50.5% reported that the library staff did
not have the necessary expertise to meet patron e-government
needs (Bertot, Sigler, DeCoster, et al., 2011). “Libraries are part of
the solution when a community is struggling economically—assisting
the unemployed with job searches and filing unemployment benefits,
helping the unskilled learn to use a computer, providing homework
help and access to e-government services,” noted James Rettig,
then-president of the ALA (American Library Association, 2009). In
spite of the ameliorating effects of the public library in times of eco-
nomic hardship, budgets continue to be cut.

It is important for federal, state, and local government agencies to
be aware of what they are doing when they transfer responsibility for
acting as an intermediary to libraries. Lacking additional funding for
these additional duties, libraries are unable to supply the sheer num-
ber of person hours necessary to make sure patrons understand how
to best interact with government Web sites. These agencies are lean-
ing on a crutch that was never intended to prop them up and may, in
fact, not currently be strong enough to do so. The failure to adequate-
ly support public libraries and understand their roles as a central
component of e-government will ultimately impede the availability
and use of e-government.

Along with providing a fair level of support for their reliance on
public libraries in delivering e-government, acknowledgment and
consideration of the roles and needs of libraries as an essential part
of the e-government are also needed. In the case of public libraries
as central to the post-Katrina recovery, federal government officials
went out of their way to downplay the contributions of libraries
(Jaeger, Langa, et al., 2007; Jaeger, Shneiderman, et al., 2007). And
when the centrality of public libraries to e-government-related activ-
ities is recognized by government agencies, such acknowledgments
are undercut. The FCC's National Broadband Plan recognizes the role
of public libraries in supporting digital inclusion, while simultaneous-
ly recommending that funding for programs that support public li-
braries be reallocated (Federal Communications Commission, 2010).
Similarly, in late 2011, the chairman of the FCC complimented public li-
braries for providing broadband access, but also implied that they were
not putting enough recourse into providing broadband access (Federal
Communications Commission, 2011; Jaeger, Bertot, Thompson, et al.,
2012). These types of comments obviate the fact that government agen-
cies simply do not understand the roles they have thrust upon public li-
braries in terms of e-government and, as a result, do not how to account
for them in policy discussions and decisions.

In response to an e-government policy that insufficiently funds,
supports, and recognizes their roles, libraries are trying to fill in the
gaps to make a cohesive and useful tool out of e-government, identi-
fying what patrons may need, becoming familiar with the various
sites and programs, and teaching patrons how to get what they
want from e-government. Some gaps do not fill easily, such as when
the money and staff necessary to meet e-government head on are
not available. The disparity between the increased duties of the public
library directly attributable to e-government and the reduction in as-
sistance is problematic. While libraries soldier on, there is a cost being
paid by the faltering upkeep of buildings and a reduction of hours, a
situation that cannot go on indefinitely (Bertot, Jaeger, Greene, et
al., 2011; Sigler et al., 2011).

Beyond the issues of funding public library activities related to
e-government and accounting for public libraries in policy decisions
related to e-government, strengthened communication could serve
to increase understanding between the agencies and libraries. Like
many problems in government, this could be ameliorated with better
communication between government agencies and public libraries. If
agencies and libraries communicated what they need from one an-
other, the effect would be more impressive. If agencies worked with
each other to create a consistent e-government experience, libraries
and users would not have the steep learning curve that they currently
face. In short, there is an opportunity to create an e-government sys-
tem that benefits agencies, libraries, and the public.

In addition, IMLS released its report on the principles of digital inclu-
sion, and core to the principles are equity of access to digital technologies
across a range of user communities and the ability to engage civically
(Institute of Museum and Library Services, 2011). Furthermore, the
National Telecommunications and Information Administration recently
released its digital literacy portal (http://www.digitalliteracy.gov/),
which seeks to bring communities together and offer resources to pro-
mote and foster digital literacy awareness, needs, and resources. Initia-
tives such as these offer significant opportunities for the public library,
policymaking, and e-government communities to come together to cre-
ate robust approaches to e-government in communities across thenation.

7. Limitations

This study, although supported by national survey data, inter-
views and case studies from a wide variety of public libraries, and

http://www.digitalliteracy.gov/
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an extensive review of other research, is limited by the fact that many
of the implications and changes brought on by the co-evolution of
public libraries and e-government are still quite new. In addition,
the breadth of government agencies and the large number of public
libraries makes generalizations about relationships difficult; commu-
nities have different e-government needs and agencies have different
missions. Finally, policies about e-government affect information that
agencies can provide, and the resulting public library services. For ex-
ample, classified information is unavailable to libraries, regardless of
the needs of users. Commonalities in public library services, needs,
and e-government challenges are sought, but it is important to recog-
nize the possible limitations of the research.
8. Future research

As quickly as e-government has evolved over the last decade, it is
likely that public library services will continue to adapt. Future research
should focus on the changing context of both. In addition, the continu-
ing loss of funding for public libraries will inevitably change the envi-
ronment for which e-government services are offered. How users
react to this change is something that government agencies will have
to consider when developing new e-government services. User percep-
tions and behavior toward new developments in e-government will
continue to present research opportunities in libraries. New develop-
ments in e-government can also be studies in terms of the design of
e-government and the ways in which libraries package or repackage it
to make it more understandable to patrons.

Similarly, each new development in e-government also presents
new areas for study of the interrelationships between public libraries
and e-government. For example, the roles that public libraries play in
helping patrons learn to use, see the value in, and feel comfortable
interacting with government through social media presents impor-
tant new areas in both library service and research about libraries.
As governments embrace further new technologies, library efforts
with each of these technologies will present important research
opportunities.

Research into ways in which libraries can be better supported in
their e-government roles is extremely important. Since the amount
of current government contributions are low, research in this area
will need to focus on better documenting and articulating the contri-
butions of public libraries to e-government in order to more effective-
ly advocate for support for their e-government activities. As such,
research can serve to develop measures of e-government activities
within public libraries that disaggregate e-government efforts from
larger library services, such as reference and technology training, as
well as continue to explore the scope of these efforts and their im-
pacts on the individuals and communities that libraries serve. This
kind of data could then serve libraries in advocating for increased
funding to support these activities.

Additionally, partnerships between government agencies and
public libraries, though a quickly growing trend, are far from ubiqui-
tous. Studies into why successful partnerships work, how they can
address challenges that e-government brings to public libraries, and
potential effects on communities would all be valuable contributions
to the literature. A new Web resource, LibEGov.org, aims to help li-
brarians address the e-government needs of users, specifically relat-
ing to taxation and immigration. It highlights existing partnerships
between agencies and libraries and offers practical guidance on how
to identify, connect with, and work with potential partners. It is
hoped that the outcomes of this project, funded by IMLS and devel-
oped in conjunction with the ALA and various state library agencies,
public libraries, and government agencies, will lead to additional in-
formation on how e-government and public library services can be
coordinated to address some of the challenges inherent in the coexis-
tence of the two entities.
From the early days of e-government, different nations instituted
widely-varied approaches to the goals, services, and presentations
of e-government (Jaeger, 2003; Jaeger & Thompson, 2003, 2004).
Similarly, different nations have varied approaches to public libraries.
The U.S. and the U.K., for example are facing similar funding chal-
lenges, but dealing with them differently, as can be seen in the very
different reactions to the idea of the privatization of libraries in the
two nations (e.g., Jerrard, Bolt, & Strege, 2012; McMenemy, 2009;
O'Beirne, 2010; Usherwood, 2007). Globally, libraries in most nations
are taking on more responsibilities with less funding and support
(Institute of Museum and Library Services, 2010). As a result, the
ideas presented have potential relevance to research about the rela-
tionships between public libraries and e-government in other na-
tions, and such relationships merit individual studies.

9. Conclusion

The co-evolution of e-government and public libraries has resulted in
significant changes to government and libraries, as well as the ways in
which members of the public expect to interact with both. The imbal-
ances between the responsibilities that have been given to libraries and
the support they receive, threaten to impede the ability of libraries to
guarantee e-government access, training, and assistance, and is hindering
the further evolution of e-government. Increased support for libraries,
recognition, and understanding of the roles of libraries, and communica-
tion between agencies and libraries, however, could serve to promote a
continued co-evolution with stronger libraries better able to provide
ever-increasing amounts of e-government information, communication,
and services.
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